Chapter 233. ‐ Public Health, Safety and Welfare

Sec. 233.01. ‐ Statement of legislative purpose and intent.
The purposes of this chapter are:
(1) To ensure that all workers in the City of Saint Paul can address their own health needs and the
health needs of their family members by requiring employers to provide a minimum level of
earned sick leave, including leave for care for family members;
(2) To diminish public and private health-care costs and promote preventative health services in the
City of Saint Paul by enabling workers to seek routine medical care for themselves and their
family members;
(3) To protect the public's health in Saint Paul by reducing the risk and spread of contagion;
(4) To assist victims of domestic abuse and their family members by providing them with jobprotected paid leave away from work to allow them to receive treatment and take the necessary
steps to ensure their protection;
(5) To promote the economic security and stability of workers and their families, as well as
businesses serving the City of Saint Paul and its residents;
(6) To protect residents and all workers in the City of Saint Paul from losing their jobs or facing
discipline as a result of illness and use of sick leave to care for themselves or their family
members; and
(7) To safeguard the public welfare, health, safety, and prosperity of the people in the City of Saint
Paul.
The council recognizes that its objective of promoting the overall health and safety of the residents
and workers in the City of Saint Paul by reducing the risk of and spread of communicable disease and
contagion, in a manner that is fair and reasonable to both employees and employers, is accomplished by
enacting the following regulations which are intended to achieve the purposes of this chapter.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.02. ‐ Definitions.
For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions apply:
City means the City of Saint Paul.
Department means the Department of Human Rights and Equal Economic Opportunity or any
department or office that by ordinance or resolution is designated the successor to the department.
Director means the Director of the Department of Human Rights and Equal Economic Opportunity or
his or her designee.
Domestic abuse has the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes § 518B.01.
Earned sick and safe time means leave, including paid time off and other paid-leave systems, paid at
the same hourly rate as an employee earns from employment that may be used for the same purposes as
section 233.04, paragraph (2) of this chapter.
Employee means any person who is employed by the employer, including temporary and part-time
employees, who perform work within the geographic boundaries of the city for at least eighty (80) hours in
a year for that employer. For purposes of this chapter, employee does not include an independent
contractor.
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Employer means a person who has one (1) or more employees. The term includes an individual,
corporation, partnership, association, nonprofit organization, or a group of persons. An employer includes
a person, firm, or corporation that hires temporary employees through an employment service. In the
event that a temporary employee is supplied by a staffing agency or similar entity, absent a contractual
agreement stating otherwise, that individual shall be an employee of the staffing agency for all purposes
of this chapter. For purposes of this chapter, employer does not include:
(1) The United States government,
(2) The state, including any officer, department, agency, authority institution, association, society,
or other body of the state including the legislature and the judiciary,
(3) Any county or local government except the City of Saint Paul.
Family member means the employee's child, step-child, adopted child, foster child, adult child,
spouse, sibling, parent, step-parent, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandchild, grandparent, or registered
domestic partners as defined by Saint Paul Code of Ordinances section 186.02 and any individual related
by blood or affinity whose close association with the employee is the equivalent of a family relationship.
HREEO commission means the commission established pursuant to section 183.19 of the
Legislative Code for the City of Saint Paul.
Prevailing wage rate has the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes section 177.42 and as calculated
by the state department of labor and industry.
Safe time means the need for time off under the circumstances described in Minnesota Statutes §
181.9413(b).
Sexual assault means an act that constitutes a violation under Minnesota Statutes §§ 609.342 to
609.3453 or § 609.352.
Stalking has the meaning given in Minnesota Statutes § 609.749

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.03. ‐ Accrual of sick and safe time.
(a) Employees shall earn and accrue earned sick and safe time at the commencement of employment.
For individuals who are employed on the date this ordinance takes effect, accrual shall begin on the
date this ordinance takes effect. Accrual rates shall not apply to hours worked before this ordinance
takes effect.
(b) For every thirty (30) hours worked after earned sick and safe time begins to accrue for an employee,
the employee shall accrue one (1) hour of earned sick and safe time. Earned sick and safe time shall
accrue only in hour-unit increments; there shall be no accrual of a fraction of an hour of earned sick
and safe time. The maximum number of earned sick and safe time hours an employee can earn in
each calendar or fiscal year shall not exceed forty-eight (48) hours.
(c) Employers must permit an employee to accrue up to eighty (80) hours of earned sick and safe time.
Employers shall permit an employee to carry over earned but unused sick and safe time into the
following year (whether calendar or fiscal year), but time carried over is limited to the aforementioned
caps. Employers may satisfy this requirement by providing at least forty-eight (48) hours of earned
sick and safe time following the initial ninety (90) days of employment for use by the employee during
the first year, and providing at least eighty (80) hours of earned sick and safe time beginning each
subsequent year.
(d) If an employer has a paid-leave policy, such as a paid-time-off policy, or a combination of sick and
vacation time, that makes available to employees an amount of paid leave that may be used for the
same purposes and under the same conditions as earned sick and safe time under this section and
that is sufficient to meet the requirements for earned sick and safe time as stated in subsections
(a)—(c) of this section, the employer is not required to provide additional earned sick and safe time.
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Satisfaction of subsections (a)—(c) may be made through any combination of sick, vacation, or paid
time off.
(e) An employer is not required to provide financial or other reimbursement to an employee upon the
employee's termination, resignation, retirement, or other separation from employment for earned sick
and safe time that the employee has not used.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.04. ‐ Use of earned sick and safe time.
(a) Employees shall be entitled to use earned sick and safe time ninety (90) calendar days following the
commencement of their employment. After ninety (90) calendar days of employment, employees
may use earned sick and safe time as it is accrued.
(b) Earned sick and safe time shall be provided to an employee by an employer for the following
reasons:
(1) An absence resulting from an employee's own mental or physical illness, injury, or health
condition; to accommodate the employee's need for medical diagnosis, care, or treatment of a
mental or physical illness, injury, or health condition; or an employee's need for preventive
medical care;
(2) To allow the employee to provide care for a family member with a mental or physical illness,
injury, or health condition; care for a family member who needs medical diagnosis, care, or
treatment of a mental or physical illness, injury, or health condition; or care for a family member
who needs preventive medical care.
(3) An absence due to domestic abuse, sexual assault, or stalking of the employee or employee's
family member, provided the absence is to:
a.

Seek medical attention related to physical or psychological injury or disability caused by
domestic abuse, sexual assault, or stalking;

b.

Obtain services from a victim-services organization;

c.

Obtain psychological or other counseling;

d.

Seek relocation due to domestic abuse, sexual assault, or stalking; or

e.

Seek legal advice or take legal action, including preparing for or participating in any civil or
criminal legal proceeding related to or resulting from domestic abuse, sexual assault, or
stalking.

(4) The closure of the employee's place of business by order of a public official to limit exposure to
an infectious agent, biological toxin or hazardous material or other public health emergency.
(5) To accommodate the employee's need to care for a family member whose school or place of
care has been closed by order of a public official to limit exposure to an infectious agent,
biological toxin or hazardous material or other public health emergency.
(6) To accommodate the employee's need to care for a family member whose school or place of
care has been closed due to inclement weather, loss of power, loss of heating, loss of water, or
other unexpected closure.
(c) Employees may use earned sick and safe time in increments consistent with the current
business/payroll practice as defined by industry standards or existing employer policies, provided
such increment is not more than four (4) hours.
(d) An employer must compensate an employee for used sick and safe time at the employee's standard
hourly rate, for hourly employees, or an equivalent rate, for salaried employees. Employees are not
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entitled to compensation for lost tips or commissions and compensation is required only for hours
that an employee is scheduled to have worked.
(e) Earned sick and safe time shall be provided upon the request of an employee. When possible, the
request shall include the expected duration of the absence. An employer may require an employee
to comply with the employer's usual and customary notice and procedural requirements for absences
or for requesting leave, provided that such requirements do not interfere with the purposes for which
the leave is needed.
(f)

It is not a violation of this ordinance for an employer to require reasonable documentation that the
sick and safe time is covered by paragraph (b) of this section for absences of more than three (3)
consecutive days.

(g) An employer may not require, as a condition of an employee's using sick and safe time, that the
employee find a replacement worker to cover the hours during which the employee uses sick and
safe time.
(h) An employer may opt to satisfy the requirements of this chapter for construction industry employees
by:
(1) Paying at least the prevailing wage rate as defined by Minnesota Statutes, section 177.42 and
as calculated by the state department of labor and industry; or
(2) Paying at least the required rate established in a registered apprenticeship agreement for
apprentices registered with the state department of labor and industry.
An employer electing this option shall be deemed in compliance with this chapter for construction
industry employees who receive either at least the prevailing wage rate or the rate required in the
applicable apprenticeship agreement regardless of whether the employees are working on private or
public projects.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.05. ‐ Confidentiality and nondisclosure.
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, an employer shall maintain the confidentiality of
information provided by the employee or others in support of an employee's request for sick and safe
time, including health information and the fact that the employee or employee's family member is a
victim of domestic abuse, sexual assault, or stalking; that the employee has requested or obtained
leave under this ordinance; and any written or oral statement, documentation, record, or
corroborating evidence provided by the employee.
(b) Information given by an employee may be disclosed by an employer only if it is:
(1) Requested or consented to by the employee;
(2) Ordered by a court or administrative agency; or
(3) Otherwise required by applicable federal or state law.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.06. ‐ Exercise of rights protected; retaliation prohibited.
(a) It shall be unlawful for an employer or any other person to interfere with, restrain, or deny the
exercise of, or the attempted exercise of, any right protected under this chapter.
(b) An employer shall not take any adverse employment action or in any other manner discriminate
against an employee because the employee has exercised in good faith the rights protected under
this chapter. Such rights include but are not limited to the right to use earned sick and safe time
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pursuant to this chapter, the right to file a complaint, or filing an action to enforce a right to use
earned sick and safe time under this chapter.
(c) A person injured by a violation of this section may, in addition to any other remedies provided in
section 233.13 and 233.14, bring a civil action in the district court wherein the interference or
retaliation is alleged to have been committed or where the respondent resides or has a principal
place of business, to recover any and all damages recoverable at law, together with costs and
disbursements, including reasonable attorney's fees, and may receive injunctive and other equitable
relief as determined by the court.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.07. ‐ Notice and posting.
(a) Employers shall give notice that: employees are entitled to earned sick and safe time; the amount of
earned sick and safe time and the terms of its use guaranteed under this chapter; that retaliation
against employees who request or use earned sick and safe time is prohibited; and that each
employee has the right to file a complaint or bring a civil action if earned sick and safe time as
required by this section is denied by the employer or the employee is retaliated against for
requesting or taking earned sick and safe time.
(b) The department shall create and make available to employers a poster and a model notice,
hereinafter referred to as the "notice," which contains the information required under subsection (a)
of this section for their use in complying with this subsection. The poster shall be printed in English
and any other languages that the department determines are needed to notify employees of their
rights under this chapter.
(c) Employers may comply with this section by displaying the poster in a conspicuous and accessible
place in each establishment where such employees are employed.
(d) An employer that provides an employee handbook to its employees must include in the handbook
notice of employee rights and remedies under this chapter.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.08. ‐ Required statement to employee.
Upon request of the employee, the employer must provide, in writing or electronically, information
stating the employee's then current amount of:
(1) Earned sick and safe time available to the employee; and
(2) Used earned sick and safe time.
Employers may choose a reasonable system for providing this notification, including but not limited
to listing information on each pay stub or developing an online system where employees can access their
own information.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.09. ‐ Employer records.
(a) Employers shall retain accurate records documenting hours worked by employees and earned sick
and safe time taken by employees for a period of three (3) years.
(b) Employers shall allow the department access to such records, with appropriate notice and at a
mutually agreeable time, to investigate potential violations and to monitor compliance with the
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requirements of this chapter. The employer shall allow the department to copy, as needed, only
those records which document the 1) hours worked by employees, 2) the accrual of earned sick and
safe time, and 3) the use of earned sick and safe time. Social security numbers and employees'
personal addresses shall not become a matter of public record. At the employee's request the
employer shall provide a copy of these records to the employee.
(c) When an issue arises as to an employee's entitlement to earned sick and safe time under this
chapter, if the employer does not maintain or retain adequate records documenting hours worked by
the employee and earned sick and safe time taken by the employee, or does not allow the
department reasonable access to such records, it shall be presumed that the employer has violated
this chapter, absent clear and convincing evidence otherwise.
(d) Records and documents relating to medical certifications, re-certifications, or medical histories of
employees or employees' family members created for purposes of this chapter must be maintained
as confidential medical records separate from the usual personnel files. If the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) applies, then these records must comply with the ADA's confidentiality
requirements.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.10. ‐ Transfer; separation.
(a) If an employee is transferred to a separate division, entity, or location outside of the city, but remains
employed by the same employer, and the employer does not allow the use of earned sick and safe
time outside of the city, the employer must maintain the employee's earned sick and safe time on the
books for a period of three (3) years from the time of the transfer. If, within three (3) years of the time
of the employee's transfer to a separate division, entity, or location outside of the city, the employee
is transferred back to a division, entity, or location within the city but remains employed by the same
employer, the employee is entitled to all previously earned sick and safe time accrued but not used
at the prior division, entity, or location within the city and is entitled to use all earned sick and safe
time as provided in this chapter.
(b) If an employee is transferred to a separate division, entity, or location within the city but remains
employed by the same employer, the employee is entitled to all earned sick and safe time accrued
but not used at the prior division, entity, or location and is entitled to use all earned sick and safe
time as provided in this chapter.
(c) When there is a separation from employment and the employee is rehired within ninety (90) days of
separation by the same employer, previously earned sick and safe time that had not been used must
be reinstated. An employee is entitled to use earned sick and safe time and earn additional sick and
safe time upon commencement of reemployment.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.11. ‐ Employer succession.
(a) When a different employer succeeds or takes the place of an existing employer, all employees of the
original employer who remain employed by the successor employer are entitled to all earned sick
and safe time accrued but not used when employed by the original employer, and are entitled to use
all earned sick and safe time previously accrued but not used.
(b) If at the time of transfer of the business, employees are terminated by the original employer, and
hired within thirty (30) days by the successor employer following the transfer, those employees are
entitled to all earned sick and safe time accrued but not used when employed by the original
employer, and are entitled to use all earned sick and safe time previously accrued but not used.
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(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.12. ‐ Implementation.
(a) The director has authority to implement, administer, and enforce this chapter. The department shall
have the authority to investigate possible violations of this chapter whenever it has cause to believe
that any violation of this chapter has occurred, either on the basis of a report of a suspected violation
or on the basis of any other credible information including violations found during the course of an
investigation.
(b) The department shall be authorized to coordinate implementation and enforcement of this chapter
and shall promulgate appropriate guidelines and regulations for such purposes. Any guidelines or
rules promulgated by the department shall have the force and effect of law and may be relied on by
employers, employees, and other persons to determine their rights and responsibilities under this
chapter. Such guidelines or rules shall:
(1) Be consistent with this chapter;
(2) Establish procedures for fair, efficient, and cost-effective implementation and enforcement of
this chapter, including rules governing procedures for administrative hearings and appeals; and
(3) Establish procedures for informing employers of their duties and employees of their rights under
this chapter and monitoring employer compliance.
The director shall publish, maintain, and make available to the public any such initial rules at least
ninety (90) days prior to their effective date. Any revisions to published rules shall be published,
maintained, and made available to the public at least thirty (30) days prior to their effective date.
(c) The director shall develop and implement a multilingual and culturally specific outreach program to
educate employees and employers about their rights and obligations under this chapter. This
outreach program shall include media, trainings, and materials accessible to the diversity of
employees and employers in the city.
(d) Annual report. Beginning in 2018, and each year thereafter, the director shall provide in the Human
Rights and Equal Economic Opportunity annual report a written report to the city council regarding
this chapter. The report shall include, but not be limited to, a discussion of the implementation and
enforcement of this chapter, including the number and nature of violations, industries and
occupations with high rates of violations, and the penalties assessed in the prior year. The report
may also include recommendations for possible improvements to this chapter.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.13. ‐ Enforcement.
(a) Report of violations. An employee or other person may report to the department any suspected
violation of this chapter. Such reports may be filed only if the matter complained of occurred after the
effective date of this chapter and within three hundred sixty-five (365) days prior to filing the report.
Filing a report of a suspected violation of this chapter does not create any right of appeal to the
department. The director has sole discretion to decide whether to investigate or to pursue a violation
of this chapter.
If the director decides not to investigate or otherwise pursue a report of suspected violation, the
director must provide a written notification to any complainant who filed the report that the department is
declining and the reasons for declining. The complainant may within twenty-one (21) days file a request
for reconsideration with the director. The director must provide a written response on the reconsideration
within ten (10) days.
(b) Investigation process. The department may initiate an investigation pursuant to a complaint or when
the director has reason to believe that a violation has occurred.
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(1) To pursue a violation of this chapter, the director must serve upon an employer via U.S. mail a
notice of investigation setting forth the allegations and pertinent facts. The notice of
investigation shall be accompanied by a request for a written position statement and may
include a request for records or other information. The notice shall also inform the employer that
retaliation for claiming rights under this chapter is a basis for additional monetary damages.
(2) An employer's position and response to any request for records must be provided to the
department as provided in the department's rules. An employer's failure to provide a position
statement or to timely and fully respond to a request for records or any other reasonable
request issued by the department pursuant to an investigation creates a rebuttable presumption
of a violation of this chapter. An employer that fails to respond to a request for records may not
use such records in any appeal made pursuant to section 233.14 of this chapter.
(3) Investigations shall be conducted in an objective and impartial manner.
(4) The department shall consider any statement of position or evidence with respect to the alleged
violation which the complainant or employer wishes to submit.
(5) In order to define the issues, determine which elements are undisputed, resolve those issues
that can be resolved, and afford an opportunity to discuss or negotiate settlement, during
investigation the department may require a fact-finding conference or participation in another
process with the employer and the complainant and any of their agents and witnesses.
(c) Director determination of violation/no violation. Except when there is an agreed upon settlement, the
director must issue a written determination of violation with findings of fact resulting from the
investigation and a statement of whether a violation of this chapter has occurred based upon a
preponderance of the evidence before the department. The determination of violation/no violation
must be issued to the employer and the complainant who filed the suspected violation report. The
employer or complainant may, within twenty-one (21) days, file a request for reconsideration of the
determination with the director. The director must provide a written response on the reconsideration
within ten (10) days.
(d) Relief and administrative fines. The director may order any appropriate relief for a determination of
violation, including but not limited to:
(1) Reinstatement and back pay.
(2) For the first violation, the payment of any earned sick and safe time unlawfully withheld, and the
payment of an additional sum as liquidated damages to each employee whose rights under this
chapter were violated. The dollar amount of earned sick and safe time withheld from the
employee multiplied by two (2), or two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00), whichever amount is
greater, may be included as the liquidated damages to be paid to the employee.
(3) For a second violation by an employer against the same employee, in addition to the payment
of any earned sick and safe time unlawfully withheld, the director shall assess liquidated
damages in an additional amount and order the employer to pay to the employee the dollar
value of the sick and safe time unlawfully withheld multiplied by two (2), or two hundred fifty
dollars ($250.00), whichever amount is greater. In addition thereto, for any second violation by
an employer, the director shall assess an administrative fine, payable to the city, up to one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00).
(4) In addition to the above, for a third or any subsequent violations against the same employee,
the director shall assess an administrative fine, payable to the employee, up to one thousand
dollars ($1,000.00), or an amount equal to ten (10) percent of the total amount of unpaid wages,
whichever is greater.
(5) An administrative fine of up to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), payable to the employee, for
each violation of sections 233.05 or 233.06 of this chapter.
(6) An administrative fine of up to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), payable to the city, for each
violation of sections 233.07, 233.08, or 233.09 of this chapter.
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(e) Failure to exhaust administrative remedies. If there is no appeal of the director's determination of a
violation or no violation, that determination shall constitute the city's final decision. The failure to
appeal the director's determination by either the employer or complainant shall constitute a failure to
exhaust administrative remedies, which shall serve as a complete defense to any petition or claim
regarding the director's determination.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.14. ‐ Appeal.
(a) An employer or complainant may appeal from a determination by filing an appeal in writing with the
department within twenty-one (21) days of the date of service of the determination. Failure to file a
timely appeal shall constitute admission to the violation and the determination shall be deemed final.
(b) The department shall notify the employer and complainant of this right of review after issuance of the
director's decision.
(c) Upon an appeal of the director's determination, the department shall refer the matter to the HREEO
commission, which for purposes of this chapter and pursuant to the department's rules is authorized
to hear such appeals.
(d) In such appeals, in addition to hearing oral arguments, the HREEOO commission shall consider the
record and the written statements of positions by the parties involved. The HREEO commission shall
reverse the department's determination of a violation only upon a finding that it is clearly erroneous.
The HREEOO commission's decision shall constitute the city's final decision without any further right
of administrative appeal.
(e) An employer or complainant may appeal the HREEO commission's decision to the extent provided
by state law.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.15. ‐ Civil enforcement.
Where prompt compliance is not forthcoming with a final determination of violation, the department
may refer the action to the city attorney to consider initiating a civil action against an employer for
violating any requirement of this chapter and, upon prevailing, shall be entitled to such legal or equitable
relief as may be appropriate to remedy the violation.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.16. ‐ Remedies cumulative.
The remedies, penalties, and procedures provided under this chapter are cumulative.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.17. ‐ Employee exchange of hours.
(a) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit an employer from establishing a policy whereby
employees may voluntarily exchange hours or trade shifts.
(b) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit an employer from establishing a policy whereby
employees may donate unused, earned sick and safe time to another employee.
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(c) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit an employer from advancing sick and safe time
to an employee prior to accrual by the employee.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.18. ‐ Encouragement of more generous sick time policies; no effect on more generous policies.
(a) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to discourage or prohibit an employer from the adoption or
retention of an earned sick and safe time policy more generous than the one (1) required herein.
(b) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as diminishing the obligation of an employer to comply
with any contract, collective bargaining agreement, employment benefit plan, or other agreement
providing more generous sick and safe time to an employee than required herein.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.19. ‐ Other legal requirements.
This chapter provides minimum requirements pertaining to earned sick and safe time and shall not
be construed to preempt, limit, or otherwise affect the applicability of any other law, regulation,
requirement, policy, or standard that provides for greater accrual or use by employees of sick or safe
time, whether paid or unpaid, or that extends other protections to employees. Nothing in this chapter shall
be interpreted or applied so as to create any power or duty in conflict with federal or state law. Nor shall
this chapter be construed to preclude any person aggrieved from seeking judicial review of any final
administrative decision or order made under this chapter affecting such person.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.20. ‐ Severability.
If any of the provisions of this chapter or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this
chapter, including the application of such provisions to persons or circumstances other than those to
which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby and shall continue in full force and effect. To that end,
the provisions of this chapter are severable.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
Sec. 233.21. ‐ Effective date.
(a) For employers with twenty-four (24) or more employees, this chapter is effective July 1, 2017. For
employers with twenty-thress (23) or fewer employees, this chapter is effective January 1, 2018.
(b) For employers operating in their first six (6) months after the hire date of the employer's first
employee, the employer is required to provide unpaid sick and safe time but is not required to
provide paid sick and safe time. After six (6) months, the employer will be subject to this chapter.
This subsection will sunset on January 1, 2023, at which point all employers will be subject to full
enforcement.

(Ord 16-29, § 1, 9-7-16)
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